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Abstract - Under the theme of ecological civilization and cultural diversity from the policy National New Urbanization Plan 
(2014-2020) [1], China fountain industry faces a huge market and challenge in the future. Due to the development of time 
constraints, the fountain industry face plenty of problems, such as lack of specialized R & D team, internal management lag 
and many other issues. This paper presents an effective identification case study from both marketing workers’ perspective, 
company perspective, and customer perspective to identify the critical problem in the fountain company, which effect the 
organizational competency and performance seriously. Marketing talent analysis and development model framework is 
proposed to find out the organization root cause. The results show that i)  knowledge gap of marketing workers competence 
is one step behind organization expectation; ii) in the past no customers classification which cause no direction in marketing 
workers improvement plan; and iii) training course contents did not serve marketing staff competence to attract the potential 
customers and retain the first time customers. 
 
Index terms - Construction industries, Fountain marketing competency, Knowledge management 
 
I. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
 
1.1  China fountain industries problem 
China water scape fountain as the core industry of 
artificial water features, is the combination of 
ecological civilization and culture and arts, will 
become an important part of promoting urbanization 
landscape construction. With China's current political 
and economic environment, a large number of small 
and medium-sized cities were born, the state of the 
green project requirements continue to improve, all of 
which for the development of China's fountain 
industry provides long-term opportunities and huge 
market potential.From the first batch of domestic 
waterfalls dedicated to the birth of the fountain, it can 
basically identify the fountain industry in China for 
the development of two decades[2]. Over the past two 
decades, with the development of China's reform and 
opening up policies and the development of market 
economy, the fountain industry has begun to take 
shape, not only produced a number of production and 
management of the strength of the representative 
enterprises, but also formed its own more 
independent market.The enterprises have also 
completed the division of the industry grade under the 
coordination of the Water View Fountain Committee. 
However, due to the development of time constraints, 
the fountain industry in terms of business market 
capacity or from the national policy level [1], are still 
immature. The fountain industry is facing a lot of 
problems. First of all, from the industry research and 
development of the status, the fountain industry has 
not yet formed a complete technical system, but also 
the lack of specialized R & D team. Secondly the 
quality of the industry is generally not high. And 

thirdly is the internal management lag and many other 
issues [2]. 
 
1.2 Problem Identification: Boiler Company 
Critical Issue 
China Sichuan Bolier Fountain Landscape 
Engineering Co., Ltd., headquartered in 2007, is 
located in Chengdu, Sichuan. Guizhou,Hubei,Yunnan 
and other provinces and cities with a number of 
provincial branches. Bolier fountain company is a 
fountain landscape-oriented company, the company's 
main business are music fountain,stage fountain, gas 
explosion, dry spray, frequency running spring, 
mobile fountain, water curtain film, laser water 
curtain movie , Water curtain movie rental, fountain 
design, 100 meters high spray production works. 
Sichuan Bolier Fountain Landscape Engineering Co., 
Ltd. service network has been all over China, and 
continue to grow and develop because of its 
professional quality of service and integrity of the 
service attitude. However, due to the advancement of 
China's urbanization in recent years, the expansion of 
the urban greening project market, the intensification 
of competition in the fountain industry and the 
continuous development of the company's own 
business, Sichuan Bolier Fountain Landscape 
Engineering Co., Ltd. has shown some problems in 
their business.Financial tracking showed that net 
profit increases slowly from 2012 to 2016, profit 
cannot increase more than 10% within four years, and 
management expenses were high and the 
management expenses were also higher than net 
profits. This trend was going up year by year.The 
Bolier fountain company financial report from 2014 
to 2016 is shown in Figure 1.1 as follow:
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Figure 1.1 Bolier fountain company financial report 2014-2016  

 
“Marketing Talent Analysis and Development 
Model” is proposed to i) identify the critical situation 
of the organization; ii).find out the customers types of 
Bolier fountain company and what kind of the market 
the organization face; iii) analyze customers behavior 
and knowledge gap of marketing workers. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
To get better understanding on how to develop the 
proposed model, this section highlights four methods 
including i) marketing competence; ii) building 
customer loyalty; iii) customer development process; 
iv) customer buying process; and v) the contribution 
to the proposed model. Key concept of each method 
and the application are narrated as follow. 
  
2.1 Marketing Competence 
The International Institute of Marketing Professionals 
(IIMP®) develops and advocates international 
standards within the marketing field.The CMMP® 
program consists of the following four 
levels:Associate CMMP®,Manager CMMP®, 
Executive CMMP®, Chartered CMMP®[3].And 
marketing capabilities is relatively new to the 
marketing discipline, the constituent 
specialized,architectural, cross-functional, and 
dynamic marketing capabilities have yet to be 
comprehensively identified and catalogue[4] . 
 It provides the guidance for Bolier fountain company 
to design unique the competency and performance 
criteria for the marketing workers from a holistic 
perspective. 
 
2.2 Building Customer Loyalty  
It needs to distinguish five different levels of 
investment in customer relationship building which 

include i).basic marketing; ii).reactive marketing; 
iii).accountablemarketing;iv)proactive marketing;and 
v).partnership marketing in order to invest in building 
loyalty so that the costs do not exceed the gains for 
the company[5]. 
It is effective to audit precise marketing workers’ 
competency and the company expectation with the 
unique criteria and standard 
 
2.3 Customer development process 
Customer development is a long process for the 
company to run the business,which include 
suspects,prospects,first-timecustomers,repeat 
customers, clients, members,advocates and 
partners.Markets can be characterized by their long-
term buying dynamics and how easily and often 
customers can enter and leave[5]. There are 
permanent capture markets,simple retention markets 
and customer migration markets 3 types [2]. 
It can classify customers types of Bolier fountain 
company and clear what kind of the market the 
organization face clearly. 
 
2.4 Customer Buying Process 
In order to promote good product and service and 
keep good customer relationship management to meet 
customer needs,the customer buying behavior is 
critical to explicit out.It is an entrance for marketing 
staffs to improve their competence to meet the 
demands from customers[5].Moreover,it can enhance 
the company's competitiveness, enhance the whole 
company's performance. 
 
It is a gap analysis between meeting the customers 
demand and marketing workers competency 
performance and shows the domain knowledge 
explicit out. 
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2.5 The contribution to the proposed model “Marketing Talent Analysis and Development Model” 
 This part will discuss those theories to show the connection between the knowledge management process and 
the theories.The function of each theories is shown in Table 2.1 as below: 
 

 
Table 2.1 Contribution to the proposed framework

 
The first step is to design the unique competency and 
performance criteria and standard for the marketing 
workers.The theory of marketing competence 
provides the guidance for Bolier fountain company. 
Second step aims to audit the workers competency 
level and organization expectation. Based on the 
theory of marketing competence and building 
customer loyalty,it provides an  effective way for the 
company to make it clearly. 
The next step is to classify customers types of Bolier 
fountain company and clear what kind of the market 
the organization face,the customer development 
process can .give the specific answer to this problem. 
The final research stage is to do the gap analysis 
between the customers demand and marketing 
workers competency performance.  Customer 
development process and the customer buying 

process theories can support it to identify the problem 
clearly.  
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Samples 
Sichuan Bolier Fountain Landscape Engineering Co., 
Ltd marketing department in both headquarters and 
branches,contains 16 persons in total. 
All research sample population are 10 persons in 
level 2 marketing workers,which are selected by the 
unique marketing criteria of Bolier fountain company 
and the expectation from the organization.  
3.2 Experimental Design  
This part narrates how to use each selected theories 
and method to form the implementation.Shown in 
Table 3.1: 

 

 

Design
Competency and
Performance
Criteria

Audit workers
competency level
and organization
expectation

Classify
Customers
types,and
markets
characters

Gap Analysis
(Customers demand
and Marketing
workers competency)

Marketing
Competence

X X

Building
Customer
Loyalty

X

Customer
development
process

X X

Customer
Buying
Process

X

Steps Methods Tools Output
1.To find out the
what kind of
problems effect
the low
performance in
the fountain
company

-Cross check
and teach-back
interview
-Document
learning

-The weakness marketing
workers effect the low
performance of the
company.

2.To understand
the what kind of
knowledge are the
marketing
workers lack,and
why they have
low performance
in their job

-Marketing
Competence

-Expert depth
interview

-The unique criteria and
standard are designed to
show the competency and
performance
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Table 3.1 Overview of Experimental Design and Methodology 

 
Step 1 Find out the what kind of problems effect the 
low performance in the fountain company 
The first step is to cross check interview and teach-
back from the top managers to marketing staffs,the 
problem shown in the company are the marketing 
workers are lack of marketing skill ,and they are 
shorten in professional fountain knowledge and 
marketing knowledge. It can not meet the company 
marketing expectation. 
Step 2 Understand what kind of knowledge are the 
marketing workers lack,and why they have low 
performance in their job 
The theory of marketing competence help to design 
the unique criteria and standard for the Bolier 
fountain company based on the interview from 2 
experts within the company and 2 experts outside, a 
theoretical and practicable marketing competency 
standards is designed. 
Step 3 Audit precise marketing workers’ competency 
and the company expectation with the unique criteria 
and standard 
The theory of marketing competency and building 
customer loyalty provide an effective way for the 
company to audit workers competency level and 
organization expectation in a questionnaire format. 
The gap is shown out between the real marketing 
workers low competency levels and the high 
expectation from the organization. 
Step 4 Analyse the customers types of Bolier 
fountain company and what kind of the market the 
organization face clearly. 
The target customer and features market are classified 
clearly through  the interview and document report of 
the company historical record based on the theory of 
customer development process.  

Step 5 Analysis the gap between customers demand 
and marketing workers competency  In order to 
attract and keep target customers for the fountain 
company,the frequent questions are shown based on 
the buying decision process,from the interviewing 
with 10 cases examples of the customers.Thus the 
domain knowledge is explicit out for the marketing 
workers to narrow the gap. 
The marketing talent analysis and development model 
framework can be shown as the following Figure 3.1: 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1  Marketing talent analysis and development model 
framework 

 

3.To audit
precise marketing
workers’
competency and
the company
expectation with
the unique criteria
and standard

-Marketing
Competence
-Building
customer
loyalty

-Questionnaire -The gap is shown out
between the real marketing
workers low competency
levels and the high
expectation from the
organization.

4.To analyse the
customers types
of Bolier fountain
company and
what kind of the
market the
organization face
clearly.

-Customer
development
process

-Interview
-Document
learning

-The customers types of
Bolier fountain company
and the market features is
classified.

5.To analysis the
gap between
customers
demand and
marketing
workers
competency

-Customer
development
process
-Customer
buying
process

-Case study
-Interview

-Domain knowledge for the
marketing workers is
explicit out.

Marketing Problems Marketing 
Expectation

❶

Model Standard Experts Building 
loyaty

v

Accountable marketing
Proactive marketing

2.Customer 
developme
nt process

1.Building 
Customer 
Loyalty

Potencial to first time
First to higher

3.Customer 
buying 
Process

Frequent questions
Domain knoeldge

❷
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This section reports results and discuss with 
theoretical support based on research objectives as 
follow i) identify the critical situation of the 
organization; ii).find out the customers types of 

Bolier fountain company and what kind of the market 
the organization face; iii) analyze customers behavior 
and knowledge gap of marketing workers. 
Objective 1: Identify the critical situation of the 
organization

 

 
Figure 4.1 Bolier Fountain Company Marketing Staff Performance and Competency 

 
Figure 4.1 shows there are 16 marketing workers 
which include 3 persons in level 1,10 persons in level 
2,and 3 persons in level 3 respectively.Each level 
workers are low competency in knowledge,skill and 
ability based on the unique criteria and standard for 
Bolier fountain company from the marketing 
competency and building customer loyalty 
theories,The level 2 total 10 persons are selected to be 
the research sample according to the expectation from 
company,which is 2.167,2.2917 in knowledge and 
skills part.It is a huge gap between the real marketing 

workers low competency and the high expectation 3 
score at least from the organization to cultivate the 
accountable marketing proactive marketing workers. 
Reasons to this are the training course is not 
systematic without the marketing competency 
criteria, and the marketing workers development is no 
direction because of the build customer loyalty 
guidance.  
Objective 2: Find out the customers types of Bolier 
fountain company and the market the organization 
face 

 

 
Figure 4.2 The customer analysis of Boiler fountain company 
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From the theory of customer development process,it 
illustrate it is a increasing trend of the customer.There 
are 73% of customer is the suspect and prospect 
customers from 2012 to 2016 in total,which covers 
237 people and can not transfer them into the real 
consumed customer,that is the main potential 
customer for marketing worker to attract.20% of 
customer is the first-time customers from 2012 to 

2016,which covers 63 people and that is the main 
type of customer for marketing workers to retain.The 
main customers types of Bolier fountain company is 
first-time customers and market feature is to 
attracting and retain the potential customers. 
Objective 3: Analyze customers behavior and 
knowledge gap of marketing workers. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Customer behavior of Bolier fountain Company 

 
Based on the customer development process,Figure 
4.3 shows almost of frequent questions from 
customer is in the problems recognition,evaluation of 
alternative and the decision stage,which are related to 

the fountain scheme,company performance and extra 
requirement knowledge.From the company 
knowledge flow shown in Figure 4.4 below,the 
domain knowledge is explicit out:

 

 
Figure 4.4:Domain knowledge of Bolier fountain company 
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Thus an urgent training course is needed to design for 
narrowing the knowledge gap between the low 
marketing worker competency and high company 
expectation performance.The training course can be 
designed based one the marketing talent analysis and 
development model to enhance the marketing 
capabilities to solve those kind of problems. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
According to the marketing talent analysis and 
development model analysis, Both qualitative and 
quantitative are collected. Firstly, it illustrates that a 
huge gap between the real marketing workers low 
competency and the high expectation from the 
organization. In order to enhance the competitiveness 
of the company, the company need to cultivate the 
accountable marketing proactive marketing workers 
to retain the first-time customers and attract potential 
customers. Secondly, the customer show frequent 
questions at  problems recognition, evaluation of 
alternative and the decision stage, which are related 
to the fountain scheme, company performance and 
extra requirement knowledge. 

Thirdly, this model provides a critical domain 
knowledge for the organization to design a training 
course and then enhance the marketing capabilities 
for improving the organization competitiveness 
effectively. 
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